I. INTRODUCTION
Man is passionately curious to know the unknowns. They like to share their knowledge, current social, political incident to others for the development of society. They want to build a social bonding through some social issues and this bonding initiates by communicating with the mass people through some media. Newspaper is one of the most popular media to do this. Johann Carolus was the man who first published newspaper [1] .
In the perspective of Bangladesh, the first newspaper of independent Bangladesh was "The Daily Azadi". As time went on, the number of Bangla newspapers has also increased. Though Bangladesh is a small country but there are a great number of newspapers published each day. A radical change was happened to the information world after the invention and commercialization of Internet all over the world in the late 1990s. People started to publish news over Internet. Those newspapers which publish its news over Internet are called online newspaper. After the development of Internet in Bangladesh, online newspaper gain popularity day by day. The First Bangladeshi online newspaper is bdnews24.com started its journey back in 2006 [31] . As the time went on, its' number had been increased dramatically. Now, almost all of the Bangla newspapers publish their news in website. Day by day the size of electronic Bangla news data becomes huge. Thus, people who speak in Bangla, face with an overflow of Bangla news articles in daily life. With this vast electronic Bangla news data, people face some problems when someone has to find out relevant information within shortest time. The news which is published by news companies, all the contents of the news are not important but people have to read all the contents to come out with exact information from the various news. Researchers identified this problem few years back and devoted themselves on Bangla Natural Language Processing (BNLP).
Text summarization is an application area of Natural Language Processing (NLP). Text summarization is a process of finding out the most important information from the source document in a precise way. Actually, it represents the condensed information of a longer text. In the shorter text, all the important information of longer text should be present and it should not be more than half of the original text. With the help of this text summarization process, it is possible to summarize a long news contents to a shorter version including all salient information. Basically, summarization process can be categorized into two types i) Extractive summarization ii) Abstractive summarization. Extractive summarization is a process where important sentences are selected from the original text. And these sentences will represent the whole document. On the other hand abstractive text summarization is a process where a semantic method is used to examine and interpret the original text and then a new brief text is presented on the basis of the information of original text.
News summarization system was proposed initially for English news content around five decades ago. After that, several researchers have enriched text summarization system. Bangla is 8th most spoken language in the world [7] . In Bangladesh we have overabundance amount of Bangla electronic news data. But this is a matter of great regret that there are only a few research works done on Bangla news summarization [10, 11, 12, 13, 20] . English news summarization system may not directly applicable for Bangla news content, because of different sentence structure; grammatical rules and so on. Research work for Bangla language is difficult because automatic tools are unavailable for Bangla language to facilitate research. Identifying subject and object is very difficult for Bangla sentence. Additionally, grammatical rule of this language is too much inconsistence.
In this challenging context, a new approach for Bangla news document summarization has been presented here using rule based approach with the following major contributions.
i.
Introduced graph based sentence scoring features for Bangla news document, and use those features along with surface level and corpus level features. ii.
Most of the sentence scoring features have been introduced for the first time in Bangla news summarization which helped to generate summary more accurately such as aggregate similarity, bushy Path, keyword in sentence, presence of inverted comma, and special symbol iii.
Also introduce an improved summary generation procedure that helps to remove redundant information from the summary.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes literature review on Bangla news summarization. In section 3, proposed method is discussed in detail. Evaluation and discussion on results are illustrated in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion is drawn with future directions in Section 5.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
News summarization was first introduced for English Language by H. P. Luhn [3] in 1958. Here, the significant factor of a sentence is derived from an analysis of its words. It was proposed that the frequency of word in a news article establishes a useful measurement of words' impact. The method of H. P. Luhn [3] was first extended by incorporating position of sentences and cue-phrases by P. B. Baxendale [28] . It is said that sentence can be important based on its position and containing certain cue-words (i.e., words like "important" or "relevant") or the words of heading. Today, various research works are available in the arena of English news summarization [18, 19] . The recent research works on English news summarization have also followed for modeling our methodology. This [19] is one of the recent work proposed by Hilario Oliveira, Rafael Ferreira in 2016. They have used several new sentence scoring features like: i) lexical similarity ii) sentence centrality iii) word co-occurrence iii) text rank. This paper also presents a comparative analysis among these features; those have been used to calculate sentence score. The aim of this paper is to investigate several shallow sentences scoring performance.
English news summarization procedure has reached at a mature stage. Except English language, news summarization of other languages, like Bangla and Hindi are not well defined. There are only few attempts conducted in the field of Bangla news summarization. In 2004, Islam and Masum [8] presented "Bhasa", a corpus oriented search engine and summarizer. It performed document indexing and information retrieval based on keywords using vector space retrieval model [21] for Unicode Bangla text. This was the first attempt on Bangla text summarization. A few years later, some techniques from the investigation of English news summarization systems were applied to summarize Bangla news by Nizam Uddin et al. in 2007 [9] . They proposed a technique by incorporating some existing methods of English news summarization as follows: (i) location method, (ii) cue method, (iii) title method, (iv) term frequency, and (v) numerical data. They have taken 40% higher ranked sentences from the input document as summary.
In 2012, Kamal Sarkar [10] proposed an easy-toimplement approach for Bangla news summarization like the method of Edmandson [25] . It has three major steps: (i) preprocessing, (ii) sentence ranking, and (iii) summary generation. In this method, thematic term has been utilized which is related to the main theme of a news document. [17] .
In 2015 Md. Majharul [32] proposes a Bangla news summarization technique using term frequency and sentence clustering. It also considers numerical figures. For summary generation, it divides the sentences into two clusters and takes half of the summary sentence from each cluster. But the problem with the work is that it evaluates the method only using 5 news articles. Again in 2017 Md Majharul [20] proposes Bangla news summarization by introducing sentence frequency and improve sentence ranking technique. The significant thing of this work is that, it gives the first sentence more priority if it contains any title word. On the other hand, it also consider numerical figure in words.
All the Bangla news summarization research works have used either surface level or corpus level sentence scoring features to generate summary only. This finding draws our attention to devise an approach based on both. Hence, the propose method uses graph based sentence scoring features for the first time in the history of Bangla news document summarization along with both surface and corpus level features. Moreover, we analysed our proposed method using ROUGE (Recall Oriented Understudy of Gisting Evaluation) which shows better result than the five latest existing methods found in the Bangla literature.
III. TEXT SUMMARIZATION TECHNIQUE FOR BANGLA NEWS DOCUMENTS
In this section, first we would like to describe the proposed methodology that we used for Bangla news summarization. This process starts with taking an input of Bangla news document. The entire process of this proposed method has been divided into the following four sub processes which are document preprocessing, calculating sentence score using sentence scoring features, ranking the sentences, and selecting summary delineated below.
Document Preprocessing
Preprocessing is the first step of our method which is started from user input of a Bangla news document and goes through preprocessing of the document. Input news document is segmented to sentences based on the punctuation marks "।", "?", or, "!"' as the end point of a sentence. Then every sentence is tokenized into words. In this way, a word list is generated from an input news document. There are some words in Bangla language which are used to indicate the tense, adjective or for adapting grammatical structure. These words are called stop words. Stops words have less importance to represent a document. These words should be removed for further analysis. For identifying stop words, a list of stop words is kept in the system with which all the words of the input document are checked and removed which matched the stop words. The list of 398 stop words for Bangla language has been collected from [29] . In Bangla language, words are very much inflectional. So word stemming algorithm is applied to convert the words with different endings to a single word that is shown in Fig. 1 . 
Sentence Score Calculation
Sentence scoring features defines how important a sentence is, among all the sentences of a document. A sentence, which has higher score, is most important sentence in a document. Selecting features for a summarization method is most important part. In our work, more than 2000 Bangla news document have been analyzed to realize which features can represent a news document. After performing an analysis, 12 sentences scoring features have been selected to calculate sentence score. All these features can be categories into three types:
Graph Based Features
In this subsection, aggregate similarity and bushy path are discussed briefly.
Aggregate Similarity (F1)
Aggregate similarity is a graph based technique that shows how a sentence is relevant with other sentence of a document. It works based on centrality idea. Centrality idea identifies main discuss topic of a document by finding highest relevancy of a sentence among all the sentence of a news document. Relevant sentences have more information in common with other sentence of a news document. This technique computes the importance of a sentence (S i ) by calculating cosine similarity with all other sentences of that news document. Here, sentence (S i ) is considered as a vertex of a graph and computed cosine similarity with all other sentences. If cosine similarity between two sentences is greater than a threshold (0.16), an edge is created between them. The weight of that edge will be the similarity value. Total weight of a sentence will be the summation of all edge value, which is created. Thus highly connected vertices will represent central sentences that indicate the main discussion in a document. Aggregate Similarity is defined as:
Where S is the total number of sentence in a document and edge_weight is the similarity between the sentences s i and s j. If aggregate similarity score for a sentence is greater than 1, then score should be normalized. Score can be normalized by the following equation:
Here, similarity score of current sentence is S 1 , minimum similarity score is Min and maximum similarity score is Max within the document.
Bushy Path (F2)
Bushy path is another graph based method used to compute the salience of a sentence based on centrality idea. It is very similar to aggregate similarity method. It computes the importance of a sentence by calculating ratio of generating edge of a sentence in a news document. At time, to compute aggregate similarity edge was created between two sentences if similarity value is greater than the threshold. Here number of edges is counted for a sentence S i in a document. This technique score is measured using the following equation:
BushyPath(s i ) =
NoE connected to Si
MNoE connected to any sentence
Here, number of edges denoted as NoE and maximum number of edges is expressed by MNoE.
Corpus Based Features
In this subsection, only corpus based features are described. Term frequency inverse sentence frequency and keyword in sentences are mostly used corpus based sentence scoring features.
Term Frequency Inverse Sentence Frequency (F3)
The term frequency-inverse sentence frequency (TF-ISF) is used to measure the weight of terms as per their number of appearance in a document. Term Frequency (TF) measures how frequently a term exists in a document. Inverse sentence Frequency (ISF) measures how much descriptive a word is. This measure takes place by finding a word is common or rare across all sentences. If a word is appeared frequently in different sentences, that means it is important word for summary generation. TF-ISF score of a term is calculated by following equation:
TF-ISF score of a sentence will be the summation of TF-ISF score of all term of a sentence which is determined by the following equation:
Here, TF returns the frequency of term t i in the document, S is the total number of sentence in the document, T is the total number of term in a sentence s i and S tj is the total number sentences in which t i occurs. In this case, also score of TF-ISF for sentence will be more than 1. Thus normalization procedure should be called for each score as it is used for aggregate similarity.
Keyword in Sentence (F4)
Keyword of a document is the highly frequent word. If a high frequent word is present in a sentence then this sentence will have the high probability to discuss main topic of news document. Here, top 10% high frequent word is selected as keyword.
Keyword of sentence s i =
NKeys TNWowrds (6) Here, NKeys denotes the total number of keywords in a sentence and TNWords denotes the total number of words present in a sentence.
Surface level features
Different surface level sentence scoring features are used in the literature. Among them, sentence position, title word, cue word, numerical value, special symbol, presence of inverted comma, URL, and Email address are used extensively. Below these features are discussed shortly.
Sentence Position (F5)
The position of a sentence in a news document is one of the most effective features to select relevant sentences for summary. The sentence position feature is that the first sentence in a news document comprises the most relevant sentence of any document. And their importance decrease as the sentence goes further down in the document. Most of the time first sentence is the description of the title of a news document. So, the first sentence is the most important sentence for a news document. Proposed method also gives high importance to first sentence and importance goes down gradually. Sentence position score is measures by using the following equation: Sentence Position score of s i = 1−
Here, i is the i th sentence in the document and i starting from zero and S is the total number of sentence in the news document
Title Word (F6)
Title word of a news document is most relevant word about document's discussing topic. It represents the theme a news document contains. In several existing methods [13, 16, 25] , title words have been considered for sentence scoring. We have also observed from the analysis of 2000 Bangla news documents that title words convey the theme of the news document in the most cases. To compute the title words score of any sentence s i , the following equation is used: Here, Wsi denotes the set of words in the sentence and Wt is the set of words in title.
Cue Word (F7)
Cue phrase technique is one of the initial method uses for summary generation. In Bangla language, more than one sentence can be used for expressing information. There exist semantic relation between linked sentences. Cue phrase emphasize the gist of two sentences. The cue words can be as "ম োটকথো" (in short), "অবশেশে" (at last), "ইতি শযে" (already), "মেশেিু " (since), "পতিশেশে" (in summary) etc. Thus, sentences which contain any cue word has higher probability to select as summary sentence. Score is compute as: Cue word score of s i = No.Cue words TNo. Cue Words (9) In this equation, No.Cue words denotes the number of Cue words in the sentence and TNo.Cue words denotes the total number of cue words in the document.
Numerical Value (F8)
Numerical figure is always important for representing significant information of a news document. Sentence containing numerical data are good candidate to be included in summary. In our proposed method, numerical figure identification pattern is used to identify numerical value. Numerical value is calculated by using the following equation:
Numerical value of s i =
No.of Numerical Words Total Number of Words (10) In this equation, numerical value of S i is obtained by dividing the number of numerical words by the total number of words in the sentence.
Presence of Inverted Comma (F9)
In Bangla, ("", '') quotation marks or inverted comma surrounding quotation, direct speech etc. contain important information. It is important especially for news document and articles where people give their speech. These speeches have a great chance to select in summary. Because people perception have to quote for represent news. Score of this technique is calculated as: Inverted comma score of s i =
No.Words in quotation Mark
Total Number of Words
Here, Inverted comma score of a sentence is obtained by dividing the number of words in the quotation mark by the total number of words in the sentence.
Special Symbol (F10)
In this feature, different symbol like, %, different currency symbol are considered. Numerical value with currency has greater probability to select a sentence as a summary. Special symbol score is calculated as follows:
Special Symbol Score of s i =
No.of Special Sym. Total Number of Words (12) Here, Special symbol score of S i is obtained by dividing the number of special symbols in a sentence by the total number of words in the sentence.
Date Format (F11)
Dates are very important also for any news document. Presence of dates in the sentence increases the importance of the sentence, because date is more informative than any other words. Date format score is calculated by using following equation: (13) Here, Date score of S i is obtained dividing the number of dates in a sentence by the total number of dates in the whole document.
Presence of URL/Email Address (F12)
Now-a-days use of Internet has widely spreaded. News document may have URL's or Email address present in it, which provides more information about the document. So this valuable information should be present in summary. So sentences, which contain URL/Email, should give more priority while generating summary.
URL/Email score of s i =
No.URLorEmail No.URLorEmailinDoc (14) Here, No.URLorEmail denotes the number of URL/Email in a sentence and No.URLor-EmailinDoc denotes the total number of URL/ Email in the whole document. (15)
Sentence Total Score Calculation

Sentence Ranking
After completion of total score calculation, every sentence of a news document will have a score. On the basis of assigned sentence score, sentence will be sorted in descending order. This sorted list is the rank list of sentences of that news document.
Summary Generation
This is final step of our proposed methodology. For summary generation, temporarily top 40% sentence will be extracted as summary from the rank list. This summary percentage is taken empirically. We have conducted an empirical testing over our methodology. We have extracted summary from the rank list as 30% to 45% and tested the result using ROUGE evaluation tool. We find out system gives better result when 40% sentences are extracted as summary. After selecting I.J. Modern Education and Computer Science, 2018, 12, 44-53 sentences as temporary summary, cosine similarity is calculated among the selected sentence. If cosine similarity of any two sentences is greater than 0.6, smaller sentence is removed from the summary sentences and next top ranked sentence is selected as summary sentence. 0.6 similarity score means there are 60 percent similarity between two sentences. These similarities score have been used in recently publish journal paper for English news summarization [33] . The reason behind this action is to remove the almost similar sentence from summary that represent same information. On the other hand larger sentence represent all most all information of smaller sentence. That is why smaller sentence is removed. After performing this action, summary sentence will be arranged according to exact order of original document. These arranged sentences are treated as the summary of the document.
Pseudocode of Text Summarizing Technique on Bangla News Documents
Input:
Bangla news document SW: List of stop words CW: List of cue words 
IV. EVALUATION AND RESULT
Evaluating summarization method is a difficult task and the sophisticated way is yet to be achieved [3] . In this situation, several techniques have been applied to measure the quality of summary which is depended on the followings: a) importance of selected contents and b) presentation quality. Again, presentation quality can be assessed based on grammatical correctness and coherence. Considering all of these aspects, evaluation procedures are divided into two main categories as: a) intrinsic mode and b) extrinsic mode [26] . Intrinsic evaluation of selected contents is usually done by comparing system generated summaries with model summaries written by human professionals. More specifically, evaluation is achieved by measuring the overlap between model summary and the automatically extracted summary as in ROUGE evaluation system [22] . In extrinsic evaluation method, the quality of summary is judged based on how it affects the completion of some other task. Proposed method is evaluated using intrinsic mode of summary evaluation.
Dataset
In the initial stage of Bangla news summarization there is no benchmark dataset for evaluating Bangla news summarization system. To mitigate these problem, some researchers created a standard dataset for Bangla news summarization evaluation by analyzing 3400 Bangla news documents. These documents had been collected from the most popular Bangladeshi newspaper the Daily Prothom-Alo. These news documents contain variety of news that cover a wide range of topics like political, sports, crime, economy, environment, etc. After analyzing these documents, 200 documents had been selected randomly. The model summary of these documents was generated by two groups of scholars of Bangla Language, each group has three members. So for each document 6 model summaries are generated and they selected 3 summaries randomly. These model summaries was compared with the system generated summary. These dataset has been used by several Bangla Natural Language Processing researchers in recent years. Point to be noted that several research works on Bangla news Summarization have been published based on these datasets [10, 11, 12, 20] . We have used this dataset [24] for evaluating our proposed method. We divide the dataset into two groups each contains 100 document randomly. Each document contains 3 model summaries.
Evaluation
Evaluation of summary is not an easy task, because principally there is no ideal summary of a news document. For evaluation of a summary precision, recall, F-measure evaluation metrics are used. It is noticeable that these evaluation matrices have been considered in several news summarization systems for Bangla [10, 11, 12, 13, 20] , and English [19, 26] .
If 'A' indicates the number of sentences retrieved by summarizer and 'B' indicates the number of sentences that are relevant as compared to target set, Precision, Recall and F-measure are computed based on the following equations: 
Experiment and Results
To judge the efficiency of the proposed method, experiments have been conducted on 200 news documents. In each time, the system generated summary is compared with three model summaries of each news document and computed the average value of Precision, Recall and F-measure with ROUGE automatic evaluation package [23] which is shown in Table 1 . The proposed method is compared with five existing modern methods [10, 11, 12, 13, 20] found in the Bangla literature which have been published in recent years. The reason of selecting these methods is: all of the methods have been evaluated with same data set for which the results have been varied from the respective results claimed by the corresponding authors of the existing methods [20] . Comparison results based on ROUGE-1 of two dataset have been depicted in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively where method 1 is presented in [10] , method 2 is in [11] , method 3 is in [13] , method 4 is in [12] , and method 5 is in [20] . For mean comparisons of proposed method with five existing methods, T-test has been performed at 95% confidence interval. Precision, recall, and F-measure of five existing methods have tested for statistical satisfaction.
In null hypothesis of T-test, we assume proposed method mean is less than or equal to each method mean and alternative hypothesis is proposed method mean is greater than from each method mean. For every time, t (calculated value) is greater than T (tabulated value). That indicates the rejection of null hypothesis and acceptance of alternative hypothesis. Thus it is easy to claim that proposed method achieved significantly better result than all the existing methods compared. Here significant improvement of proposed method has been shown from all the latest methods of Bangla news summarization.
Discussion on Results
In this proposed method, some innovative features have been introduced for getting better performance. Features like aggregate similarity, bushy path, key word in sentence etc. are newly used features in the field of Bangla news summarization. For these reasons, proposed method performed better than the previous methods. In the previous subsection, the average of Recall, Precision and F-measure scores of ROUGE-1 have been shown for the proposed method. The comparison of the proposed method with the five latest Bangla news summarization methods has also been demonstrated for ROUGE-1 scores respectively. It has been found that the proposed method outperforms all of them. Now, the improvement of performance from the four latest existing methods is given in the following Table 2:   Table 2 . Improvement of news summarization in the proposed method than the five latest existing methods
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A new approach has been illustrated here to summarize Bangla news document based on rule based approach. Though, there are many research works for English news summarization but these may not be directly applicable for Bangla because of the complexities of Bangla language in the structure of sentences, grammatical rules, inflection of words, and so on. Despite of these difficulties and challenges, in this work, an innovative method for summarizing Bangla news document has been introduced which produced extracted condensed news to the reader by using the tool produced using JAVA language. Thus, Bangla reader can save lot of time by using our approach to read only necessary news. In addition, graph based sentence scoring features are introduced for the first time for Bangla news summarization. On the other hand, corpus level and surface level sentence scoring features have also enhanced. Here a standard dataset is used for evaluation of proposed method. Proposed method shows significant improvement from all the latest Bangla news summarization methods. Evaluation has been done by measuring the similarity of system generated summaries with human professionals' summaries using ROUGE evaluation package. The average precision, recall and Fmeasure score for proposed method is 0.60, 0.68, and 0.63 respectively.
In our method we did not check any synonym. The words presented in different synonyms cannot be treated as same word because we do not have any tool for synonym identification. In future, we will try to address this issue. On the other hand, we will enhance sentence scoring features to make the system generated summary more closer to the human generated summary 
